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Photography is a key tool for showing our diverse and vibrant community. Our photography captures Berkeley and connects with people in a way that words alone cannot. Photo Style Our style of photography is light, airy and natural. We use natural light whenever possible. Light is also used as an active element in our
photography, sometimes to the point of slight overexposure. To avoid unnatural angles, never rotate the camera at an angle other than 90 degrees. Our photo can be divided into three subject categories. Topical Topical Photography is the best way to capture influence and passion just for Berkeley. These photos are
specific, directly related to the content of what is being transmitted. Cultural photography captures our Berkeleyness. Whether it's an architectural subject, such as Campanile, or more of a person like the Big Rally game, these photos show the people and places that make Berkeley the place that it is. Historical
photography is used to show our heritage. These images should be used as a supporting role and rarely as the main photo. People play a key role in defining the topic of our current photography. Finding humanity in our stories helps us connect to our audience in a powerful way. Object shots or shots of projects and
innovations can and should be used in supporting roles. People also play a key role in our cultural photography. This is how we show our energy, diversity and spirit. We can also use beautiful snapshots of our environment to capture the feel of the Berkeley campus. Use architectural photography sparingly. Not only is it
difficult to communicate the energy and dynamic berkeley community through architecture, but our publications are also starting to look the same when using similar photos of our tower or gate. Use a historical photograph to put the present in the context of the past. Historical photography works best when it subtly
complements topical and cultural photography. Leaks Light leaks are created when light seeps through cracks in the camera body or lens. Use this method to update existing photos (top right) and give them a bright, warm feel. Directions for use in Photoshop are in the text file included in the download. Download the
library of light leaks. Color correction Applying uniform tone to a photo with a color correction can help combine our photo library. Always err on the side of cold tones, not warm. Download the color correction library. Model Release Form - Spanish (PDF 31KB) Images are an important part of every IU design and the right
visuals can take your marketing piece away up to outstanding. While it takes time and resources to find the right high-quality photos to support content, the results speak for themselves. Follow these recommendations to ensure that your photo is pictured your audience. The images should capture UCLA's unique
personality, conveying warmth, energy and the feeling that anything is possible. To this end, photos and videos should feel bright and inspiring, with light playing a central role. The sky and sun represent the brand's themes, as well as the characteristic weather, light and location of the campus. Natural light is important,
and abundant sun, natural wash-outs and solar flares are welcome. The sky plays a key role in UCLA's imagery - it conveys a sense of opportunity and opportunity. When shooting campus and Los Angeles, keep as much sky present in the photo as possible. Photos can also be taken from directly below to create
dramatic campus cultures and Los Angeles, but this should be used sparingly. Night shots should be kept to a minimum, but if necessary, lights (city lights, street lights, etc.) should be noticeable. Images of students should be captured in a photojournalism style, capturing natural smiles and real interactions. Images will
vary by audience, but overall, student images should take on a more youthful and vivid style - aspirational, limitless and open to what is possible. When shooting indoors, the subject should be well lit, and always avoid the use of heavy flash. For a professional or institutional audience, photos and videos should feel bold
and vivid, but take on a more sophisticated style. A staged portrait should feel exquisite and graceful, not aggressive or provocative. The sun and natural light should feel present at all times, but not as directly as in student images. The use of black and white and historical photographs - whether graduates, campus or
key moments in Ucla history - is encouraged. Obviously, different guidelines apply to the use of images than modern images. Whether the image dates from 1919 or 1979, take a visual look and a sense of the era. UCLA has accomplished a lot in our first 100 years, and these images help provide a sense of our rich
history. Don't focus too much on buildings. Do not trim the image so much that the subject and emotion are compromised. Do not use coloring or other dramatic filters. Don't use flash photos to complement or replace natural light. Don't arena portraits in the studio. Capture your subject in his or her natural surroundings.
Don't use too staged a photo. The UCLA Image Library is available for marketing, communications and development professionals throughout the campus. Get access to the image library by following the instructions below. Images are only for business use. From the website Access to the image library. Once approved,
log in to the Library using the credentials. You can now view images and fonts in the library and upload watermark images to use FPO. For brand fonts and hi-res images, submit submit with details of where and how you are going to use the asset. Once approved, you will receive a notification from the image library
manager to download the requested fonts or images. UCLA Daily Bruin is an excellent source for campus events. The license fee is levied. See the Daily Bruin Spectrum and the Daily Bruin Contact Us page. ASUCLA Photography is also an extensive resource for historical photography. If you are shooting outside your
own department, you need permission from the Event Bureau. Request permission through UCLA Events here. Cm. Section B. Part 1 and 2 Policies 863. If you hire an external photographer or videographer, you need to work with the purchase to ensure that the person has the appropriate liability insurance. You must
engage a photographer based on employment, or obtain a written agreement that UCLA will have unlimited rights to use photography or video shooting. The text of the alt image (alternative text) is used in html code to describe the appearance and function of the image on the web page. Alt text is the central tenet of web
accessibility. Visually impaired people who use on-screen readers read alt-text to better understand the image, and provide context to search engines, helping them to index the image correctly. When writing the alt text, describe the image as specifically as possible, but keep it short - the most popular screen readers cut
off the alt text with about 125 characters. File Sizes and Image Print Specifications: CMYK Color Format, TIFF, PSD, or JPEG on 300 dpi Web/digital images: RGB Color format, JPEG or PNG in the range of 72 dpi to 300 dpi Photography is a powerful way to communicate our unique brand. The images you choose must
be compelling and reflect the energy that drives the university and our entire activities. Photos of our campus and our students, faculty and staff should feel natural and without a stage. Less simpler, more direct and honest images are the best way to express the complexity of who we are for our outside audience. If you
illustrate history, tradition or nostalgia, photography should be free from background or foreground noise and clutter. One way to achieve a strong view is to use single-focus compositions that hold the foreground or object in sharp focus, allowing the background to go soft or out of focus. More Too much to be aware of all
the major components of the image before shooting or use them in communications. Avoid using images that are busy, too complex, out of focus, low-resolution or too darkly lit. No: Stock photos may feel unreliable. Luminor brand Bank Photography for all banking segments Soon Emotions based on images has an
intimate quality. Each captures a moment of time, ripe with feelings ranging from happiness to Focused deeply on a person or face, emotional images must be direct and powerful. It must create a connection with the subject and be strong enough to stand alone. The image-based environment evokes a sense of purpose.
Each photo provides context for the feeling that UCSF is the place where things happen - where health leaders are trained, patients are cared for, and scientific breakthroughs are achieved. Scientific images are a reminder that UCSF is an institution based on research and committed to discovery. It's an absorbing entry
point for our audience to understand the critical component of UCSF. Scientific images can include microscopic images or details of on-site life studies, equipment, robotics, tools and objects. Style Considerations Whenever possible, capture people with authentic expressions. Authenticity is also important and can be
achieved with as much natural light as possible. In dark conditions where artificial light is needed, try to simulate natural light by bouncing light indirectly. When grabbing someone at work, shadow the theme and capture genuine moments that feel real. It is important to understand that the UCSF photo library is designed
to work in the whole enterprise and should work together. Balanced compositions with symmetrical qualities allow you to work and complement each other with different types of photography. Avoid extreme angles whenever possible. It is also important to take into account the concentrated depth of field that focuses on
the object rather than the surrounding area. With a new visual system and the ability to use multiple images to tell a story, it's no longer important to capture the whole story in one shot. It is very important to focus on the subject and allow enough areas where the eye can rest to help balance the compositions. The
original vs stock photography whenever possible, using the original UCSF images will add authenticity to our history and develop the visual strength of our brand. When taking the original images, use examples that are shown as a visual reference, and follow style considerations (see below) to capture the essence of
UCSF's photography style. In case the original photo does not exist or cannot be used or created to help tell a specific story, a stock photo can be used. Always abide by the right to use a photo of the shares from the supplier. STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY RESOURCES For managed and non-royal stock photography,
recommended resources include the following sites: stocksy.com, gallerystock.com, us.fotolia.com, gettyimages.com. For international public health and development images, visit photoshare.org. Note: Pictures shown approved for use only under the UCSF Brand Guidelines. Additional license fees apply for other uses.
When selecting images based on emotions, follow the same criteria as the original UCSF UCSF Make sure it feels authentic, authentic and focuses on the moment. When choosing a drain image, make sure that it can coexist seamlessly along with the original UCSF photo. Environmental stock images may be needed for
use when telling a broader story where non-UCSF images may be needed. Extensive city views, technology frames or compositionally engaging shots of typical environments can support and even elevate existing original photos. Scientific runoff, such as equipment or robotic equipment, can be obtained through a
number of stock sources. Wrong Examples use Don't create illustrations from photos Don't use cliche metaphorical images Don't use artificially colored images Don't use images with special effects Don't use images taken from extreme angles Don't use gloomy or too serious images Don't use props out of context Don't
use images from the cliche of the photographer's perspective Select photographer whose style reflects the UCSF brand.  Freelance photographers should review the UCSF Photography Brand Guidelines prior to appointment. When negotiating fees, the best practice is to include universal rights to use for all UCSF so that
images can later be shared in the brand's photography library. Send a protected email to send images for possible inclusion. Terms of use for photography Ask the photographer to enter this language in the metadata of image files and include in their invoices: The use of photos includes use for UCSF websites, UCSF
social media, media distribution, UCSF produced digital and printed marketing collateral (brochures, brochures, flyers and other materials), UCSF produced digital and printed marketing banners, including banners and posters. Excludes the use of paid advertisements in any form, including print, online advertising and
outdoor/internal media. Media.
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